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This study analyzes what happened when an innovation that assumed some form of teacher collaboration around computer use with English as a Second Language (ESL) students was implemented. It describes the nature and extent of teacher collaboration found to occur and seeks to account for the patterns that emerged by examining some prevalent structural and cultural features of school life. The particular notion of collaboration considered involves explicit, ongoing discussion and mutual planning.

Conditions established for the innovation's implementation revealed the expectation that teachers would coordinate their work around computer use to integrate the language and content learning of ESL students. Observation and teacher interviews indicated that resource and ESL classroom teachers tended to engage in "expert-novice" or "peer" relationships, depending on the extent of their computer knowledge. Generally common to both forms of collaboration around computer use were the following patterns: one-on-one encounters; brief, informal exchanges; short-term planning; implicit roles and expectations; and a focus on computer-related concerns. An analysis of these patterns suggests that the school's organization of physical space, time, and authority, as well as teacher norms of individualism and
noninteraction, their classroom-centered focus and adherence to a practicality ethic, may have served to shape the emergent forms of teacher collaboration.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The notion of teacher collaboration often conjures up favorable images of two or more teachers actively engaged in joint ventures related, either directly or indirectly, to school improvement efforts. Over the past decade, the role of teacher collaboration in supporting meaningful school change has emerged repeatedly in the literature (Little, 1987, 1982; Lieberman, 1988, 1986; Zahorik, 1987; Fullan, 1982). Notably, however, even though this concept is promoted as a way to generate vibrant and effective school programs, research that documents and accounts for what the "attractive ideals of collaboration" (Hord, 1986, p. 25) look like in practice is scarce.

When teachers work together to implement an innovation, various forms of collaboration are possible. Their collaborative efforts may involve, for instance, informal and brief exchanges pertaining to the innovation's use or the sharing of materials without any need for further conversation. Alternately, collaboration may involve more extensive discussion to clarify specific problems as they arise. The particular form of collaboration that occurs in any given context will depend on the innovation itself, the teachers themselves, as well as the conditions within which teachers work.
Currently the research literature offers a particular view of collaboration that involves teachers discussing on an ongoing basis, what they are doing and why (Little, 1987, 1982; Lieberman, 1988; Fullan, 1982). However, this form of teacher collaboration is difficult to sustain in schools because of the culture in which they work (Hargreaves, 1989; Bullough, 1987). Certainly this culture is not identical across school sites (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986; Little, 1982), yet some general norms are said to prevail (Goodlad, 1984; Sarason, 1982; Lortie, 1975). Predominant among these is teacher isolation, a feature of school life that may present a barrier to sustained collaboration among teachers such that more formal collaborative relations are "not the rule, but the rare, often fragile exception" (Little, 1987, p. 493).

In the field of teaching English as a Second Language (ESL), language and content teachers are more commonly opting to combine their expertise to simultaneously promote academic language and content learning among ESL students (Mohan, 1989, Snow, Met, and Genesee, 1989; Brinton, Snow, and Wesche, 1989, Benesch, 1988). Furthermore, the possibilities of two or more teachers working together to enhance ESL teaching and learning may increase with the introduction of computers as an innovative teaching tool (Higgins and Johns, 1984; Wyatt, 1984). In light of what is known about collaborative teacher relations, questions are
inevitably raised about the forms that such collaboration may take given the larger context in which teachers work.

The particular notion of collaboration considered in this thesis is a predominant one in current literature. This form of collaboration entails explicit discussion around problems related to an innovation, and working out solutions to these. Other forms of collaboration, as rich as they undoubtedly are with respect to the teacher interactions they promote, are not considered here.

Purpose of the Study

This study analyzes the first year of implementation of a curriculum innovation designed to break down teacher isolation by advocating a means for planning second language learning. The provision of several supportive conditions revealed an assumption that teachers would work together in some collaborative form around computer use with secondary level ESL students. This study describes the nature and extent of collaboration found to occur among the teachers involved and accounts for the patterns that emerged by examining some structural and cultural conditions of school life.

The major question asked is: What happens to an innovation that assumes some form of teacher collaboration when implemented in a context of teacher isolation? More specific questions include: What forms does teacher
The significance of this study lies in its effort to look at teacher collaboration in terms of school norms. While it is recognized that numerous other factors may serve to influence the forms that teacher collaboration may take (for example, gender, personality, and administrative factors) this study seeks to account for what was found to occur through an examination of the school culture. By looking at what happened in a particular situation where it was assumed ESL classroom and resource teachers would find ways to coordinate their work around computer use to integrate the language and content learning of ESL students, insight is gained regarding the influence of prevailing school conditions on teacher collaboration.

The thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter two presents a critical review of the literature that is related to the specific research questions. Chapter three describes the methods used to collect and analyze the data. Chapter four discusses the research findings, and chapter five states conclusions, implications and directions for further research.
Background to the Study

In September 1989, a curriculum innovation promoting the use of computers with ESL students was implemented at an inner city high school. The proposal was supported by university-based and district ESL consultants. Funding for the lab and release time for three resource teachers was provided by the Ministry of Education and the ESL Fund for Excellence Project. Three resource teachers and four ESL consultants comprised the project "team".

The critical features of the innovation are as follows: first, it advocates Mohan's knowledge framework (Mohan, 1986) as the preferred means for ESL teachers to organize the integration of academic language and content teaching for ESL students; second, it involves the use of computers to support this approach to second language teaching; and third, it assumes, but does not specify, some form of teacher collaboration around planning computer use for ESL students.

The knowledge framework is comprised of six organizational categories, or knowledge structures, said to reflect "six major types of knowledge" (Early, 1990a, p. 83). The categories termed "description", "sequence", and "choice" are equated with practical knowledge, while those of "classification", "principles" and "evaluation" are linked with theoretical, or background knowledge (ibid). Each knowledge structure can be identified in, and expressed
through, written text and graphics. When using the knowledge framework to design tasks and teaching units for ESL students, teachers examine a content topic for specific knowledge structures. Once identified, the content material and selected knowledge structures are conveyed through appropriate graphics. These "key visuals" guide students' language development and enhance their understanding of subject matter since they serve to lessen the linguistic demand placed on students.

Computers were seen to present a novel way to extend the knowledge framework since they have the capacity to represent its six categories in text and graphic form and work with those categories dynamically. Conditions established for the innovation's implementation revealed the expectation that teachers would jointly plan and create course materials employing key visuals to link language and content for ESL students. The provision of scheduled release time for three resource teachers ensured that someone familiar with computers was available to assist any ESL teacher who chose to bring their students to the lab. As well, two of the three resource teachers were experienced in adapting content materials using the knowledge framework and both were able to apply their understanding of this to computer use. While the innovation assumed teachers would collaborate in some way around planning ESL students' computer use, the forms that it would take were left open to the teachers themselves.
The high school where this study was conducted has a student population of fourteen hundred and staff of ninety. Considerable ethnic diversity exists among the student body with students originating from sixty two countries, worldwide. Over seventy percent of the students speak English as a second, or additional language. The majority of these students are in regular academic programs. Approximately two hundred students are involved in the ESL program. Since many of these students are refugee claimants, the number of ESL students fluctuated throughout the year. Ten teachers are involved with the ESL program on either a full or part time basis. The length of time these teachers have been at the school varied from one to twenty years. An ESL department, formed six years earlier, provides a forum for teachers to meet monthly, if not more often, to discuss issues raised either by the department head or the teachers themselves. Most ESL teachers have their own classrooms although several others, specified as "floaters", move from room to room because of a shortage of space. Although one ESL classroom is adjacent to the computer lab, the rest are scattered throughout the building.
Limitations

Two limitations for this study are as follows:

1. This study is based on selected observations over a four week period and teacher self-report of their activities at the end of the first year of the innovation's implementation. Thus, no claims are made about the actual forms of collaboration that occurred during the initial stages of implementation. Although teachers were asked to reflect on the forms of collaboration that occurred earlier in the year, the study provides a picture of collaboration at only one point in time in the life of the project.

2. The study does not examine all possible types of collaboration that occurred. It is limited to examining the forms of a particular type of collaboration; one that focuses on ongoing discussion and mutual planning around problems of implementation. Subsequently, no claims are made about any of the various other kinds of rich interactions that teachers engaged in during the course of the year.
Key Terms

Collaboration: Joint action involving two or more individuals working together to commonly define problems and work out solutions to these. This may range from brief, informal exchanges to more lengthy detailed discussion regarding the innovation itself and planning for its use. In this study, collaboration more specifically refers to those interactions that involve ongoing discussion and joint planning around innovation-related problems. This form of sustained collaboration requires the establishment of specific supportive conditions.

ESL classroom teacher: A teacher who works with ESL students engaged in learning academic content in a particular subject area (for example, English, Science, Social Studies, Math).

ESL students: Students who are registered in a school program designed to teach English as a second or an additional language.

Implementation: Refers to what teachers actually do with an innovation, how it is used, interpreted, and translated into classroom practice.
Innovation: Anything that is new relative to the user (for example, teaching materials, strategies, activities, program plans or curriculum policy).

Resource teacher: A teacher who has been allotted specific time in the computer lab to allow them to assist those ESL classroom teachers who want to use computers as an aid to integrating their students' language and content learning.

Teacher Isolation: Refers to the lack of sustained contact among teachers for the purpose of addressing curricular and instructional matters.
CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The significance of the teachers' role in educational change has been widely acknowledged (Crandall, 1983; Cuban, 1982; Fullan, 1982). As Doyle and Ponder (1977) astutely claim, teachers are the "ultimate arbiters of classroom practice" (p. 75) since they decide not only what innovations to accept, but also how an innovation will be used within a classroom setting. Certainly an innovation may advocate specific changes; for example, in program goals, activities, evaluation, resources and/or assumptions about teaching and learning (Werner, 1988, p. 2). However, the form an educational change takes ultimately depends upon the interpretation that individual teachers give to a particular innovation.

Numerous factors are said to influence the decisions that teachers' make regarding the actual use of an innovation. For instance, three important criteria that teachers may use when assessing any educational change include: first, need (i.e., Does the innovation address a perceived need?); second, clarity (i.e., Are the underlying concepts and the process of implementation clearly established?); and third, complexity (i.e., Do the perceived costs outweigh the benefits?) (Werner & Case, 1988). Additionally, Fullan (1982) specifies characteristics at the
school and district levels (for example, teacher-teacher relations, administrative support, staff development and participation) as well as those external to the school system itself (for example, the extent of support from government agencies) that are believed to further influence the implementation process (pp. 63-75).

The studies that form the basis for these assertions, undoubtedly some provide insight for those who choose to adopt a managerial perspective towards school change. Viewing the process from this perspective, the successful implementation of an innovation may entail the manipulation of identifiable and clearly defined variables, with the intent of persuading a classroom teacher to adopt a new program over time. However, such a perspective may unrealistically assume the teacher is a "passive consumer at the end of the chain willing to adopt a new product" (House, 1981, p. 22); that is, an individual to be worked on rather than with.

A major drawback of the managerial perspective on educational change seems to lie in its failure to acknowledge the "larger cultural dynamics" at work within school settings; those patterns of belief and behavior assumed 'normal' by the many individuals immersed in school life (Rossman, Corbett, and Firestone, 1988, p. 18). Yet, an examination of these dynamics appears to offer an alternative explanation for the adaptations teachers may make when presented with an innovation based on one or more
assumptions that run contrary to the structural and cultural conditions prevalent in the context where they work. Several prominent researchers whose writings have shed valuable insight on the process of educational change, (for example, Goodlad, 1984, Lortie, 1975, and Sarason 1971, 1982) emphasize the insight to be gained by understanding the "matrix of existing relationships, practices and ideas" of which teachers are a part (Sarason, 1971, p. 171). Their studies identify structural and cultural features of schools that serve to maintain stability rather than induce change, regardless of the nature or number of innovations proposed. One prevalent feature, noted by each of these researchers, is that of teacher isolation.

To date, few researchers (Flinders, 1988, Goodlad, 1984, and Tye & Tye, 1984) have stressed the impact of teacher isolation on efforts at change within schools, yet its influence is reportedly pervasive. Restricted by physical and temporal features of school life, and additionally by a tendency to embrace norms of individualism and autonomy (Lortie, 1975) teachers are frequently left to make sense of new programs on their own. What happens then when an innovation assuming teacher collaboration is implemented in a context where teacher isolation is a commonly shared expectation of those within the workplace?

In this chapter, based on a review of current literature, it is argued that the predominance of structural and cultural features reinforcing teacher isolation leads to
the following situation: an innovation assuming teacher collaboration will be shaped by those involved in its implementation to accommodate existing school conditions. In this study a cultural perspective on educational change is adopted. Thus, an explanation of what is meant by the "cultures of teaching" is set forth initially. Further discussion provides an overview of the literature that describes the conditions within schools that promote a central cultural feature, that of teacher isolation. The impact of these constraints on innovations assuming teacher collaboration is then emphasized. Suggestions as to possible conditions under which such innovations may work are additionally presented. The chapter concludes with specific questions raised by the literature that this study addresses.

Cultures of Teaching

The explanation of culture that Van Maanen (1988) sets forth in his book entitled, *Tales of the Field: On Writing Ethnography*, is adopted for the purposes of this study. He claims that "culture refers to the knowledge members...of a given group are thought to more or less share; knowledge of the sort that is said to inform, embed, shape, and account for the routine and not-so-routine activities of the members of the culture" (p. 3). Van Maanen admits culture "is necessarily a loose, slippery concept, since it is anything
but unchanging", yet nonetheless states that it is expressed "by the words and actions of its members" (ibid). Although not specified by Van Maanen, culture, as employed in this study, also refers to the complex interplay of beliefs, values, assumptions, and expectations held in common by group members and expressed through their words and actions.

In an informative summary of research broadly subsumed under the heading, "The Cultures of Teaching", Feiman-Nemser & Floden (1986) state that teaching cultures are embodied in the work-related beliefs and knowledge teachers share—beliefs about appropriate ways of acting on the job and rewarding aspects of teaching, and knowledge that enables teachers to do their work" (p. 508). Said to be integral to such teaching cultures are "shared sentiments, habits of mind, and patterns of interaction" (p. 515). In their notion of teaching cultures, Feiman-Nemser and Floden support the more general concept of culture advocated here. Teachers, as members of an identifiable group, are seen to share certain "beliefs, knowledge, attitudes, and values" (p. 520) which lead to common actions and forms of interaction that are closely adhered to by the group.

Feiman-Nemser and Floden are reluctant, however, to speak about a single teaching culture as they prefer instead to acknowledge the presence of teaching "cultures". According to these authors, "the question of whether even a majority of teachers shares a common culture has not been answered" (p. 506). Recognizing that teachers "differ in
age, experience, social and cultural background, gender, marital status, subject matter, wisdom, and ability", and that furthermore, the schools where they teach and the students they teach differ as well (p. 507), arguably results in variations in the knowledge, beliefs, values, assumptions, and expectations that teachers hold about teaching and learning.

In further support of the notion of teaching cultures, Hargreaves (1989) and Bullough (1987) both discuss "patterns of thinking, belief and assumption" that communities of educators tend to share (Hargreaves, p. 26). Hargreaves asserts there are "dominant features" that are "reasonably well known, even if their range, consistency and origins remain matters of dispute" (p. 27). While Bullough (1987) also recognizes that teaching cultures are "clearly not all of a piece", he nevertheless acknowledges that "there are certain common threads" (p. 84). Both writers focus on these commonalties and shared understandings among teachers.

In this study, the cultures of teaching, like the notion of culture in general, are not viewed as monolithic (Van Maanen, 1988, p. 3) nor, as Hargreaves (1980) states, are they "free from inconsistency and contradiction" (p. 127). Nevertheless, the prevalence of certain "dominant features" (Hargreaves, 1989) and "common threads" (Bullough, 1987) within teaching cultures, make it possible to pursue one central feature, that of teacher isolation. In acknowledging the predominance of teacher isolation within
these cultures, certain norms reflecting what teachers consider to be their "appropriate" role (Bullough, p. 83), can be identified and seen to enhance "individualistic" tendencies (Hargreaves, p. 27; Bullough, p. 83).

Teacher Isolation

Somewhat of a paradox exists in using the term "isolation" to describe a central feature of most teachers' work environment. Teachers are rarely alone since their work demands continual contact with students during class time and frequently before and after as well. Cuban (1982), for example, states that in a typical high school, teachers and students "spend 70% to 80% of the school day...with one another" (p. 114). Additionally, Lieberman and Miller (1984) assert that "if teaching is to be understood as a 'lonely profession', then the source of that loneliness lies outside of the realm of children" (p. 11). Certainly, there are many educators who identify with Lieberman and Miller's description of teaching as "a personalized and isolated activity" (p. 42) or, in turn, relate to Sarason's (1982) notion of teaching as "a lonely profession" (p. 133). Such a view of teaching stems from the minimal contact that teachers have with other adults, especially their peers, and the subsequent lack of opportunities to discuss curricular and instructional matters.
While certain structural features restrict the extent of interaction among teachers (including the significant portion of time spent with students), there are, as well, cultural features (including, for example, common beliefs, values, and assumptions about teaching) that further reinforce their isolation. An examination of some conditions within schools that lead to such isolation follows.

Structural Conditions: The Organization of Physical Space

The physical isolation of teachers from their peers has been well-documented (see for example, Goodlad, 1984, Lieberman & Miller, 1984, Lortie, 1975, and Sarason, 1971, 1982). As noted by Goodlad, the prevalence of self-contained "classroom cells" encourages teacher separation, rather than interdependence as a behavioral norm (p. 186). Lortie (1975) presents an insightful historical account of the development of these "multiple distinct classrooms" (p. 14), citing high turnover staffing patterns and the rapid expansion of public schools in the nineteenth century, as reasons for the subsequent emergence of the "egg crate" architecture of schools (p. 15). However, despite some significant changes in staffing patterns and a stabilization of the growth rate, a "separation and low task interdependence among teachers" persists nevertheless (ibid). This physical pattern of cellular organization
appears to have entrenched a social pattern whereby teachers work for extended periods of time largely confined to their classroom, with little or no collegial interaction. In an excerpt from the book entitled, *Teachers, Their World and Their Work*, the essence of this social pattern is portrayed:

Once sign-in procedures are completed, greetings exchanged with colleagues, the last sip of coffee downed in the teachers' room, and the warning bell sounded, the classroom becomes a teacher's total world. It is a world that is unique and separate from the world of other adults. For six hours a day, five days a week, teachers live in an exclusive and totally controlled environment. For the majority of the day they are bound in space and time (Lieberman and Miller, 1984, p. 5).

**Structural Conditions: The Organization of Time**

As the above sketch of a teacher's "world and work" suggests, teacher isolation is not only encouraged by the self-contained classrooms typical of many schools, but is also reinforced by the school schedule. Teachers work in an environment where the major portion of any given day is spent in the classroom with students. A high school day, for instance, is described by Cuban (1982) as,

....sliced into periods of less than an hour, with teachers facing between 125-170 students a day in batches of 25 to 35, with a teaching load of five classes and two or more different lesson preparations with a dozen other external requirements of grading, credits, and exams" (p. 117).

Inevitably, under such conditions, opportunities for contact between teachers are severely limited to brief
encounters between classes, before or after school, and/or during lunch periods. This assumes, however, that any "free" time has not already been allotted for "duty" assignments, school sports, class preparation, marking of student work, and/or formal meetings with either students or staff. As Sarason (1982) observed, time constraints pose considerable obstacles to teacher interaction since teachers spend almost their entire day with students (p. 132). Consequently "face-to-face contacts" are rare and generally do not exceed a few minutes (ibid). Lortie (1975) also found teachers' contacts with one another were "peripheral to their major obligations" (p. 232), that of ensuring instructional quality is maintained in their classrooms (Flinders, 1988, p. 25).

Structural Conditions: The Organization of Authority

The structure of authority in schools is hierarchical, with the principal at the top of the "ladder" and teachers at the bottom. Additionally, there may be an assistant or vice principal accountable to the principal and, in turn, department heads (at the secondary level) or lead teachers (at the elementary level) who assist in coordinating the activities of a specific group of teachers (Lieberman and Miller, 1984, p. 38). Even so, authority within schools tends to be "loosely coupled". While the lines of command are in place, they are frequently not specified unless
contested. Within the classroom sphere, teachers are given "almost complete authority" (Lieberman & Miller, p. 14) and seem to prefer "little interference in their daily classroom routines, particularly for decisions about curriculum and instruction" (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986, p. 509). Any supervision and evaluation of their work by the principal or vice-principal is often a formality that occurs only rarely. However, in contrast to the extent of control that teachers exercise within their own classroom, once outside, teachers are said to "have little authority in making decisions that affect their environment" (Lieberman & Miller, p. 14). Rather, in the larger school context it is the principal who ultimately retains control and "sets a tone" that can "make working in a school pleasant or unbearable" (ibid, p. 12). Recognizing that teachers' authority is, for the most part, confined to the classroom, serves to reinforce teacher isolation, since it is largely within the privacy of their own room that teachers can and do, determine not only what they teach, but how they choose to teach it (ibid, p. 14).

Cultural Conditions:

Norms of Individualism and Noninteraction

Structural constraints in and of themselves pose obstacles to enhanced teacher interaction, making it difficult "for teachers to know how well they are doing or to see what others are doing" (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986,
As Hargreaves (1989) observes, "the fact that schools are segmented into isolated and insulated compartments... (divides) teachers from one another and (makes) comparison and collaboration between them difficult" (p. 27). In turn, teacher isolation cultivates "a preoccupation with classroom affairs, with those matters over which teachers have direct and immediate control and which consume the major part of their time and energy" (ibid). Sarason (1982) also comments that the lack of "sustained personal contact" with other adults during the course of a school day, means not only are teachers "psychologically alone... but they adapt to being alone" (p. 133).

Such observations indicate that interacting and overlapping with structural conditions of school life are cultural conditions that reflect a preference for isolation among teachers, or to view it in a more positive light, a preference for "autonomy" (Hargreaves, 1980). The adherence of teachers to norms of individualism and noninteraction; their focus on the immediacy of the classroom; and, additionally, their adoption of a "practicality ethic" that frequently resists rather than inspires change, are examples of cultural conditions promoting teacher isolation.

Norms of individualism and noninteraction among teachers can be seen as prevalent when one realizes that many "teachers have peers but no colleagues" (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986, p. 508). Lieberman and Miller (1984), for
instance, believe that there is, overall, a lack of sharing among teachers "about teaching, about classes, about students, about perceptions" (p. 8). Instead, these researchers note, "relations with peers may be characterized as remote, oblique, and defensively protective" (p. 11). While discussion of the news, weather, and sports are viewed as acceptable topics for conversation, any discussion that relates to "instruction and what happens in classrooms" is generally not accepted or encouraged (ibid). Feiman-Nemser and Floden also affirm that although teachers "may very well be and likely are on 'friendly terms'", their conversations tend to avoid substantive issues related to "curriculum, instructional content, or teaching methods" (p. 509). As they explain,

In most schools, the classroom is considered inviolate. Teachers are not supposed to invade one another's classroom or advise on methods or content unless directly asked. The physical isolation (of classrooms) conveys the message that teachers ought to cope with their problems on their own, reinforcing the norm of individualism. Working it out alone comes to be accepted as the way it should be in teaching (p. 517).

When Lortie (1975) interviewed elementary and secondary teachers to determine their views of "appropriate colleagueship" (p. 193), he learned that a "good colleague" was considered to be friendly, open and willing to share (p. 194). However, sharing in the sense used by these teachers, was seen to merely involve the exchange of resource materials and useful "tricks of the trade"
(p. 195). According to these findings, notably lacking is any mention of collegial interaction for the purposes of discussing new programs or the implications that these hold for classroom practice.

Left largely to work in isolation from one another, teachers learn to deal with classroom dilemmas on their own. The "'sink or swim' socialization" of teachers (Lortie, p. 210) means teachers frequently draw on their own expertise to make classroom decisions. Goodlad's (1984) findings further show that interaction, in the way of "ongoing exchanges of ideas and practices across schools, between groups of teachers, or between individuals in the same schools" (p. 187) assumes considerably less importance for teachers than their primary concerns which lie with the core tasks of teaching. As a result, Goodlad concludes, "teachers...to a large extent carry on side by side similar but essentially separated activities" (p. 188).

The tendency of teachers to embrace an "ideology of individualism" may, as Lortie (1975) claims, promote an image of "self-assured crustiness or even arrogance" (p. 210). However, Lortie further comments that "teacher individualism is more guarded and cautious--it lies behind a formal rhetoric given to praising cooperation and denying conflict" (ibid). The individualism that teachers express, he explains, "is not cocky and self-assured; it is hesitant and uneasy" (ibid). This hesitancy, Lortie suggests, may stem from "endemic uncertainties" inherent in teaching as an
occupation (p. 134); uncertainty that can arise, for example, in setting goals, monitoring student outcomes and judging the scope of one's effectiveness (pp. 143-148). Although some teachers do occasionally turn to their peers for assistance, confident that requests for help will be met (Lortie, p. 195), more often than not, teachers grapple with their uncertainties alone.

Alternately, Hargreaves (1980) states that "most teachers simply prefer to work alone" with their students (p. 141). While he believes "this reflects the professional's concern for autonomy", he nevertheless cautions, "this is not an adequate account since teachers do not wish merely to be autonomous in freedom from control by 'outsiders': they seek in the classroom, autonomy from one another" (pp. 141-142). Hargreaves, like others before him, asserts that "as far as colleagues are concerned,...at least in relation to teaching, the occupational culture displays a powerful cult of individualism" (p. 142). He reminds us, however, that norms of individualism and noninteraction can, and do, "exist side by side with friendly and cooperative social relations in staffroom aspects of the teacher's life" (p. 144).

As Feiman-Nemser and Floden (1986) comment, "in a system where shared problem solving rarely occurs and teachers are expected to work things out on their own" (p. 506), it seems understandable that norms of individualism and noninteraction prevail. Working in a
culture that tends to accept only "limited, specified, and circumscribed cooperation" (Lortie, 1975, p. 211), teachers must independently assess and ultimately come to terms with those practices and ideas which best suit their personal style and teaching situation. In such a work environment, a tendency to focus on the "immediacy" of the classroom becomes another identifiable norm.

Cultural Conditions: The Immediacy of the Classroom

A necessary extension of any discussion that focuses on teachers' "unwillingness" (Hargreaves and Woods, 1984, p. 3) or avoidance of collaboration with colleagues (Hargreaves, 1989, p. 27), is to mention the classroom-centered focus of teachers. According to Hargreaves (1989), this "classroom-centeredness...arises from and is in turn fed by the daily, recurring experience of classroom isolation" (p. 27). Furthermore, he states,

...add to this...the necessities of coping daily with classroom constraints of low resources, poor buildings and large class sizes, along with the strains that arise from the conflict-based character of the teacher-pupil relationship, and one can understand why teachers become not just concerned with but confined to classroom life and its problems. In such circumstances, it is hardly surprising that most teachers show little interest in becoming involved in extra-classroom activities..." (ibid).

Required to spend the bulk of one's day in a restricted environment, as Lieberman and Miller (1984) also comment, it
becomes understandable that "the most important and immediate interactions that teachers have are with their students" (p. 9).

Feiman-Nemser and Floden (1986) note, however, that "such isolation prevents teachers from enjoying the rewards of collegial interaction—support and praise for work well done, stimulation of new ideas" (p. 511). Furthermore in working apart from one another, teachers "have little opportunity to articulate and compare what they know" (p. 512), nor do they have "time to unravel the complex causes of the reality teachers face" (p. 516). Subsequently, teachers' preoccupation with the "immediacy" of the classroom is linked in turn to teachers' adherence to a "practicality ethic", said to guide their acceptance or rejection of curriculum innovations. An explanation of the link between these, as well as the role played by the "practicality ethic" in helping to reinforce teacher isolation, follows.

Cultural Conditions: An Ethic of Practicality

Doyle and Ponder's (1977) insightful discussion of the "ethic of practicality" that exists among teachers, highlights the notion that teachers tend to be most receptive to proposals for change that are "communicated clearly" (p. 77) and congruent with "conventional classroom procedures" (p. 79). Lieberman and Miller (1984), also
found that teachers search for "practical ideas (that) are immediate and concrete and can be effected with the resources and structures that currently exist" (p. 8). This behavior seems to reveal not only teachers recognition of "the added complications that flow from attempts to alter established practice", but additionally, "the degree to which current practices are highly adaptive to classroom realities" (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986, p. 516).

Hargreaves and Woods (1984) further mention the tendency of teachers to avoid "long-term planning", concentrating their efforts instead "on short-term projects which might make a difference" (p. 3). In the classroom, Feiman-Nemser and Floden (1986) explain, "the sheer number and pace of events call for quick and decisive actions" (p. 516). Since teachers are required "to make innumerable instantaneous decisions", time for "reflection or critical thought" is scarce (Hargreaves & Woods, ibid). Not surprisingly, the pressing and complex demands of the classroom, lead teachers to seek "simple explanations and practical solutions" (Feiman-Nemser & Floden, ibid). Accordingly, as Bullough (1987) notes, teachers rarely talk among themselves "about the aims of education; what they want to know is how to do something better. They show very little patience with anything that is not 'practical' and make quite a show of how silly 'theory' is" (p. 88).

This focus on the classroom, emphasis on practicality and adherence to established procedures by teachers,
inevitably serves to perpetuate the culture as it is, rather than create possibilities for fundamental change. Teacher isolation, as one central feature of this culture, can thus be seen to arise not only from structural constraints (such as those described earlier) but in turn, by certain beliefs, values, and assumptions that teachers themselves hold about teaching and learning. In the next section, consideration is given to the impact that school conditions reinforcing teacher isolation can have on innovations that assume, but do not plan for, teacher collaboration. Additionally, supportive conditions are outlined that may serve to enhance collaborative efforts among teachers, rather than detract from these.

Teacher Collaboration in a Context of Teacher Isolation

Teacher collaboration may be said to involve two or more teachers working together on projects of mutual concern, over a period of time. While the specifics of what such collaboration may entail predictably differ from one context to the next, collaborative teacher efforts generally aim to bring about "improvement in education" (Wideen, 1989, p. 6). Currently there is ample talk about educational collaboration (of which teacher-teacher collaboration is only one of many possible alliances) yet, still lacking are descriptions of what the actual practice
entails and how conditions within schools either enhance or detract from this process.

In striking contrast, what has been repeatedly documented is the prevalence of teacher isolation in large numbers of schools. Both structural and cultural conditions have been shown to reinforce a situation where teachers for the most part, "work out of sight and hearing from one another, plan and prepare their lessons and materials alone, and struggle on their own to solve most of their instructional, curricular, and management problems" (Little, 1987, p.491). Thus, when an innovation that assumes teachers will "work together" (Lieberman, 1986) enters a context where collaboration is not the norm, two possible options exist. One of these is that the innovation will be rejected by those for whom it was meant or, alternately, it may be adapted to fit the context in which it is introduced.

Whether one or the other of these options predominates, would seem to depend on the extent to which conscientious efforts are made firstly, to acknowledge, and secondly, to alter those structural and cultural constraints known to inhibit interactions among teachers. Without such effort, any innovation that assumes collaboration may understandably be disregarded by those teachers for whom the innovation was meant. On the other hand, and perhaps more realistically (considering that there is the assumption that teachers will work together), if certain conditions are altered such that the norm of teacher isolation is, at least, challenged, it
is more likely that the innovation will be adapted by those teachers directly responsible for its implementation, to fit the larger context.

A discussion follows of several conditions within schools that have the potential to support rather than impede implementation of innovations assuming teacher collaboration. Whether such potential is actually realized, however, depends on the extent to which such conditions challenge those more firmly entrenched conditions known to perpetuate teacher isolation.

Teacher Collaboration: Supportive Conditions

Little (1987), in her summary of literature pertaining to the "possibilities and limits of collegiality among teachers" (p. 491), outlines six general conditions within schools, or, as she calls them, "dimensions of support" that, taken together, are thought to enhance possibilities for sustained collaboration among teachers. Each of these is described briefly; then, in summary, reference is made to the physical and/or structural conditions leading to teacher isolation that these "institutional supports" seek to counter.
1. Public Endorsements and Institutional Policy

Public endorsement, by leaders at the district and school level, of the "team efforts" of teachers and, in turn, precise descriptions of what such efforts are thought to entail, is considered an important step in encouraging "joint action" among teachers (p. 508). Also viewed as essential, is the provision of opportunities for teachers to work together through "the routine organization of staff assignments, time, and other resources", reflected in institutional policy (ibid).

2. School Organization and Teacher Leadership

As an extension of institutional policy, the organization of a school staff into teams, "each...responsible...for the learning experiences" of a specific group of students, is thought to go "a long way toward permitting cooperative work (among teachers) but does not guarantee it" (p. 509). Certainly, the schedule and staff organization can lead, ideally, to a situation where decision-making, "with respect to scheduling, grouping assignments, and the development of curriculum units or instructional approaches" (ibid), is shared by teachers and administrators alike. However, it is important that teachers feel their decisions carry weight. Otherwise, they may only meet "to resolve routine matters"
but not to discuss "issues that strike close to the heart of daily classroom experience" (ibid).

3. Latitude for Influence

Teachers are said to be more inclined to work together, if there is "some topic of compelling importance" that is "complex enough to make two (or six) heads better than one and to make it probable that the reflected glory of the team will outshine success that each member could expect from working alone" (p. 510). However, for this to happen, as was mentioned above, teachers need to know that their "decisions in crucial areas of curriculum, materials selection, student assignments, instructional grouping, classroom activity and the assessment of student progress" are valued and supported at both the school and district level (ibid). Without such support, teachers will likely restrict any cooperative efforts to matters of a technical, rather than substantial, nature.

4. Time and the Master Schedule

For teachers to engage in collaborative work, the master schedule of a school must accommodate and encourage this activity. Through the allocation of specific blocks of time, "each day or each week", teachers with "students, subjects, or other interests in common" can be assured that
opportunities "to work together" are enhanced by the master schedule (p. 511). Notably, research shows that meetings scheduled monthly or quarterly, are far less effective than those that occur more regularly. To enable "teachers to work on problems of curriculum and instruction with the persistence and regularity needed to achieve continuity and depth or to resolve disagreements", daily, school-wide "morning meetings" seem promising (ibid).

5. Training and Assistance

Since teachers, for the most part, "work... with students... out of sight and sound of others", their ability to work cooperatively with other adults, "is often less polished and practiced" (p. 511). As well, "in a profession in which the norm of not interfering with another teacher's views or practices is powerful, serious and sustained collaboration with regard to curriculum and instruction presents a radical departure" (ibid). Nevertheless, teachers can master certain techniques and develop explicit agreements to govern their work together. Examples of these include, "scheduling regular meetings, using an agenda, prioritizing issues, facilitating discussion, and reaching closure on decisions and tasks" (p. 512). Through the provision of specific training and assistance to teachers engaged in collaborative efforts, the number of groups that succeed in creating "achievements worth celebrating"
(p. 511) may well be enhanced.

6. Material Support

The final "dimension of support" for teachers working together to address issues of common concern is said to be, "the quality and availability of reference texts and other materials, adequate copying equipment, consultants on selected problems, and other forms of material and human support", although these "other forms" are not specified (p. 512). With such material supports firmly in place, "teachers' ability and willingness to work successfully together" is notably heightened (ibid). Alternately, however, when a lack of material resources leads to a severe shortage of "time and inclination for group work" (ibid), teachers are found to refrain from the kind and quality of interactions that might otherwise challenge the predominance of teacher isolation within schools.

Although Little (1987) specifies these six "dimensions of support" for teacher collaboration, on closer examination, a degree of overlap is evident among them. Most importantly, it seems, in order to counter the structural and cultural constraints found to perpetuate teacher isolation, certain "institutional supports" (p. 513) must be in place. Little states that these include: the organization of the master timetable and the teaching staff
to ensure that "opportunity for shared work and shared study is prominent in the schedule for the day, the week, and the year" (p. 516); the public endorsement, as well as opportunity to engage in "compelling" and "complex" tasks that can be successfully accomplished only through the combined efforts of two or more teachers working together (p. 510); and the adequate provision of material resources and human assistance, as required, to enable teachers to most efficiently use the time available to them for "the rigorous mutual examination of teaching and learning" (p. 513).

Taken together, these conditions, found to be supportive of sustained teacher collaboration, can potentially counter the structural and cultural conditions known to lead to teacher isolation. For instance, norms regarding the organization of physical space, time, and, authority are offset by those proposed by Little (1987), who asserts that the timetable and teaching staff can be organized to promote "rigorous" collaboration among teachers, rather than detract from it (p. 513). Additionally, norms of individualism and noninteraction are challenged, when teachers are given not only the opportunity and authority to make vital decisions regarding curriculum and instructional matters, but in turn they are regularly engaged in concrete tasks that require two or more teachers to work together to achieve goals that they have set themselves. Furthermore, the classroom-centered focus and
practicality ethic known to exist among teachers, may be offset by a combination of the institutional supports already highlighted. As well, ensuring the ready availability of sufficient resource materials and human assistance is essential, if teachers are expected to explore alternatives to conventional, well-established classroom practices.

Having specified certain conditions within schools known to support rather than impede collaborative efforts among teachers, these conditions can also be said to provide support for the implementation of any innovation that assumes teacher collaboration. However, as has been shown in the review of literature pertaining to school cultures, structural and cultural conditions that perpetuate teacher isolation, rather than collaboration, continue to dominate school life. Consequently, it is unrealistic to presume that any innovation assuming teacher collaboration can be implemented as intended, until the conditions that serve to reinforce teacher isolation are supplanted by collaborative norms. For this reason, it was argued earlier in this chapter, that any innovation that assumes teacher collaboration may be constrained by the culture in which teachers work, and may subsequently be modified by those individuals involved in its implementation, to fit prevalent school conditions.
Numerous questions pertaining to both teacher isolation and collaboration are raised by the literature that examines the culture of schools. This study pursues answers to a few of the questions that can be asked about teacher collaboration within a larger context of teacher isolation. More specifically, questions are asked about a particular innovation; one that implied some form of teacher collaboration around computer use. These questions are as follows: 1) What happens when such an innovation is implemented in a context where teacher isolation is the norm?; 2) What forms does teacher collaboration take?; and 3) What structural and cultural conditions can be said to account for these recurring patterns? Based on the literature cited in this chapter, it is thought that the innovation may be altered to fit the context in which it is used. In turn, this means that teacher collaboration will not assume the form that Little terms "serious" (1987, p. 513); a form of collaboration that would involve explicit and extensive talk around the innovation's use. Instead, collaboration among teachers may be situation-specific and their planning short-term. Both structural constraints (including, the organization of time, space, and authority) as well as cultural ones (including norms of individualism and noninterference, a classroom-centered focus, and the practicality ethic among teachers) may be seen to influence the subsequent forms that collaboration takes.
In the next chapter, the methods used to research these questions are set forth, followed in chapter four by a discussion of the findings.
This chapter outlines the methods of data collection and analysis. As stated in chapter one, the purpose of this study was to find out what happened when an innovation that assumed some form of teacher collaboration was implemented in a context where teacher isolation is a predominant norm of school life. More specifically, it sought to determine what forms teacher collaboration actually took around the use of computers with ESL students and, in turn, what structural and cultural conditions within the school setting could account for the patterns that emerged.

To examine the forms of teacher collaboration around computer use, I spent time in the computer lab, observing its daily "rhythms" (Lieberman and Miller, 1984, p. 5). During the first few visits to the lab, the assumption that teachers would collaborate around their use of computers to aid students' language and content learning seemed plausible. Unlike most other classrooms in the school, where only one teacher worked with a group of students at any given time, two or more teachers were frequently found together in the computer lab either interacting with students, chatting with one another, or grappling with a project of their own. However, a review of the literature related to the cultures of schools revealed that certain
structural and cultural conditions within schools promote teacher isolation, rather than their collaboration, as a norm. From my review of this literature and visits to the computer lab, an overriding question that served to guide subsequent data collection emerged; that is, what happens when an innovation that assumes some form of teacher collaboration is implemented? To answer this question I observed the forms that collaboration took among those teachers using computers with ESL students in the lab, and also interviewed these same teachers to gain their perspective on the collaborative nature of their interactions. A more detailed explanation of the observations and interviews follows.

Observations

Prior to starting formal data collection, my attendance at two after-school meetings (involving the three resource teachers, ESL department head, two district ESL consultants and two university-based project directors) and two morning visits to the lab, served to reveal the assumption that teachers would work together to coordinate the language and content learning of ESL students using computers. Additionally, this initial period of observation enabled me to gain a sense of the teachers' and students' activities in the lab. Thus, the decision to study forms of teacher collaboration around computer use and in turn, the
conditions of school life that helped and/or hindered teachers' collaborative efforts, was reached through these early encounters with teachers.

Once formal data collection began, I observed thirty-five class periods in the computer lab during May and June, 1990. I made fieldnotes during this time, expanding them at the end of each school day. The majority of these observations would be termed nonparticipant observation (Spradley, 1980) since I was generally not involved in working with the students or teachers. However, on several occasions, I assumed a more active role when asked to provide technical assistance to beginning-level ESL students, many of whom were using computers for the first time.

During this observation period the study population was identified. It included the three resource teachers who were knowledgeable about computers and four ESL classroom teachers who spent at least one class period in the lab when resource teacher support was available. Of the three resource teachers, two were also experienced ESL teachers and familiar with the knowledge framework as a means for designing ESL teaching materials. The four ESL classroom teachers were initially limited in their understanding of computers; two were familiar with using the knowledge framework to create student tasks.

By observing events in the computer lab before interviewing each of these seven teachers, I gained some
sense of their patterns of interaction around computer use before asking them to describe their experiences. I also continued observations in the lab while conducting my initial interviews with these teachers. Thus, I was able to confirm comments that teachers initially made as well as explore issues and themes in follow-up interviews.

Interviews

Initial interviews with the three resource teachers and four ESL classroom teachers were held over a three week period. Two teachers were interviewed the first week, two the second week, and the remaining three in the third week. Flexibility was required to establish the time and place for each interview. Rather than establish an interview schedule committing teachers to a particular date, time and place many days in advance, I arranged interviews one by one, letting the teachers select a convenient time and location. Thus, interview times ranged from a preparation period to lunch time to after school, while the location of the interviews included the computer lab, staffroom, library, music room, and several teachers' own classrooms. Prior to beginning each interview, teachers signed an informed consent form and agreed to the interviews being tape recorded.

In the initial interviews, each of the seven teachers was asked a series of questions to find out what these
teachers understood collaboration to mean and whether or not these teachers felt they had "collaborated" with one or more teachers during the course of the year. Additionally, teachers were asked to describe their interactions with others in the computer lab and to comment on conditions within the school that they believed had either helped or hindered their efforts at collaboration around computer use. These interviews were "semi-structured" (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 452) A certain number of questions were prepared beforehand, based on the problem that I had defined yet teachers were encouraged to expand on issues and concerns they raised themselves. As well, I encouraged them to clarify and elaborate on particular responses. Following each interview I transcribed the recording and highlighted all comments related to the study's focus.

The first two follow-up interviews were conducted without specific guide questions. However, I quickly realized that time constraints, as well as teachers' expectations of my role as interviewer, inhibited this informal approach to interviewing. For this reason, specific follow-up questions were created for each teacher based on comments made during their initial interviews. These served to guide the second interviews, held with five of the teachers, and the third interviews, held with the two teachers who had earlier engaged in the open-ended follow-up discussion. These interviews were conducted during the two weeks prior to the end of the school year when students were
no longer in classes. Since teachers had more flexibility during the day, interviews could be spaced more closely together. Thus, six were held during the first week and three the week following. Again each teacher selected a date, time, and place that was convenient. Five teachers chose to be interviewed during the school day while the other two were interviewed after school hours. The locations of the interviews again included the computer lab, staffroom, library, and teachers' own classrooms. The purpose of the follow-up interview was to give teachers a chance to confirm, clarify, and/or expand on patterns, themes, and issues that emerged when each of the initial interviews were examined.

When conducting the seven initial and nine follow-up interviews I was conscious of the constraints on teachers' time. A forty-five minute limit was thus set on all interviews. However, the sixteen interviews ranged in duration from thirty to seventy-five minutes.

**Analysis**

A review of fieldnotes and examination of the first interview transcripts suggested the presence of certain patterns, themes, and issues that were directly related to the focus of study. This initial analysis served to guide the design of questions that were later asked in the follow-
up interviews with teachers. Once these were transcribed, a more extensive analysis of the data was conducted.

Descriptive analysis consisted of examining individual teachers' responses to the specific questions asked in an effort to determine how these teachers chose to describe and account for the form of their interactions with one another around computer use. This analysis focused on the perceptions and beliefs that teachers held about the nature of their collaborative efforts and, in turn, how these corresponded to observations made in the computer lab. Not only did their comments serve to clarify and confirm certain of the patterns of teacher collaboration that emerged through observation, but additionally, they served to provide insight to activities that would not have been otherwise noted.

An interpretative analysis focused on what these teachers' activities and perceptions revealed about the larger context within which they worked. Consideration of teachers' comments and their interactions with one another highlighted the prevalence of structural and cultural conditions that appeared to influence the forms of teacher collaboration.

A discussion of the descriptive and interpretative findings follows in the next chapter. Reference to and direct excerpts from teacher interview transcripts are coded using a letter and number combination. The letters A through G refer to individual teachers. A, C, E, and G are
the four ESL classroom teachers while B, D, and F are the three resource teachers. The numbers 1, 2, or 3 immediately following one of these letters refer to the first, second, or third interview. The second number specifies the transcript page number. For example, use of the code "A1.6" after a comment quoted or paraphrased in the body of the thesis, means that reference to this is found on page six of Teacher A's first interview transcript. Alternately, "G2.9" refers to an idea expressed on page nine of Teacher G's second interview transcript.
CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Based on data collected through classroom observations and teacher interviews, this chapter describes and accounts for what happened when a curriculum innovation that assumed some form of teacher collaboration around computer use, was implemented in a context where teacher isolation is a predominant norm. While it is acknowledged that teachers did coordinate their work with one another in various ways, this study considers a particular form of collaboration; that which involves joint planning and ongoing discussion to deal with innovation-related problems as they arise. First, an overview is given of several conditions that were in place when the innovation was introduced which reveal the inherent assumption that teachers would collaborate in their efforts to use computers with ESL students. Second, a description of the forms their collaboration was found to take is set forth. Third, prevalent structural and cultural conditions that appear to have influenced the nature and extent of teacher collaboration are examined. In summary, an explanation is offered for why this innovation was adapted to accommodate the school culture.
Expectations of Collaboration

The assumption that teachers would collaborate in some form around the use of computers with ESL students was inherent in the innovation from the start. An indication of this was the provision of scheduled release time for three resource teachers. Out of six blocks of lab time (per cycle) allotted for ESL teacher and student use, five of these had a resource teacher scheduled as well. Two resource teachers were each given two blocks of release time while the third was given one (D1.2/D1.6). It was thus assumed that any ESL classroom teacher who chose to use the computer lab with their students could be assured that a resource teacher familiar with the computers was scheduled to be in the lab at the same time.

A further expectation of collaboration was evident in the installation of computers intended mainly for the use of ESL teachers and their students. As was earlier mentioned, six blocks of time, out of a possible total of eight, were allotted for ESL use; the remaining two blocks of time were for the use of students in another department. Since few teachers in the ESL department had prior computer experience or were familiar with Mohan’s knowledge framework as a means to link language and content learning, the opportunity for them to jointly plan and teach computer-based work with resource teacher support was available.
While these conditions encouraged some form of teacher collaboration around the use of computers, neither one alone, nor in combination, could guarantee that this would happen. However, the possibilities of teachers exploring a variety of collaborative arrangements seemed to be enhanced by the provision of the supportive conditions described.

Forms of Collaboration

In this discussion, the term "collaborative" pair refers to two teachers known to have spent time together with a group of students in the computer lab, at least once during the period of data collection. While the extent to which these teachers worked together varied somewhat with each pair, common patterns emerged. These are summarized following descriptions of the two forms that teacher collaboration took. The first form of collaboration is referred to as an "expert-novice" relationship while the second is termed a relationship among "peers". The labels are based on the extent of teachers' familiarity with computers as an aid to language and content learning. In the "expert-novice" relationship, the resource teacher (RT) is viewed as an "expert" in computer use, while the ESL classroom teacher (CT) is considered a "novice". Alternately, in the relationship among "peers", both teachers have a similar degree of proficiency in terms of
their ability to adapt language and content material for use on the computer.

Expert-Novice Relationships

In an expert-novice relationship, the roles of the resource teacher and ESL classroom teacher were somewhat rigidly defined. Since the resource teacher was considered an "expert", and the classroom teacher a "novice" in computer use, the classroom teacher generally assumed responsibility for stating what she/he hoped to achieve and for providing relevant content information. In turn, the resource teacher assumed responsibility for adapting the classroom teachers' ideas for use on the computer. The distinction in roles assumed by the resource and classroom teachers, respectively, is revealed in words spoken by teachers themselves:

RT: "...the teacher...(would tell) the lab person...what it is they would like to do or what areas they'd like to cover and then (the lab person) would very quickly come up with an idea that might suit that..." (B1.2).

RT: "...I needed to talk to her to say what are you doing? how are you doing it? How many are you doing? what time frames?....she would tell me what she was doing and I would virtually do all of the computer work..." (B2.4)

CT: "...the teacher has to spell out what they want to do and the computer person has to spell out what can be done..." (G1.1)

CT: "...(the resource teacher) asked if I could present him with some ideas...and so I did...again (the resource teacher) has taken them and he made the activity that we did last week..." (C2.6)
CT: "...I was new to MacIntosh so I was bringing my classes in at the beginning and I gave a rough idea of what I wanted to do and...it was up to (the resource teacher) to mould it into something on the computer for me..." (A1.1).

CT: "...I would have an idea of what I wanted (my class.. see B1.3) to do and then we'd start to work from there...how can we put this idea into computers." (A1.8)

On several other occasions, when a classroom teacher had little notion, at least in the beginning, about the computers' capabilities, the resource teacher was the one to "take the reins" (E1.2), keeping the classroom teacher informed about what the students would be doing. One classroom teacher expressed her willingness to have the resource teacher "totally in charge" while she just did what she could (C1.10). In contrast, another classroom teacher wanted to retain control of what her students achieved even though she accepted that the resource teacher would specify and demonstrate the computer skills required (E1.4/E2.2).

As the "expert" in computer use, the resource teacher also assumed responsibility for introducing the computer to the students and for demonstrating new steps as required. Although one classroom teacher made a concerted effort to familiarize both her students and herself with new vocabulary and key steps ahead of time, she nevertheless stated, "I wasn't a lot of help then...I was still trying to figure it out" (E1.2). Another classroom teacher explained, "When I first went in there I was a step ahead of the students all the time...I'd watch what (the resource teacher) did and then I learned it...when (students) asked
me later how to do it I just did what I saw (the resource teacher) do..." (A1.1).

In "expert-novice" relationships, the responsibility for responding to students concerns appeared to be clearly established as well. For the most part, the resource teacher attended to student questions related to the operation of the computer while the classroom teacher concerned her/himself with language and content matters (F2.4/C1.4/E2.4). An example of this is cited by one resource teacher who mentioned an occasion when he "was spending quite a bit of time trying to figure out why (the students) couldn't (use the paint tools correctly), what went wrong, putting (his) disk in their machines and giving them another try" (F2.4). Meanwhile, the classroom teacher was able to assist students with aspects of the task related to both language and content. The resource teacher ended his account of this event saying, "I think that's part of the importance of having two people in here...you know there are different parts of the brain used...there's a lot of cognitive load if you're doing everything" (ibid).

An exception to this apparent division of labour among "expert-novice" pairs, occurred when the computer program designed by the resource teacher involved only several basic procedures deemed "straightforward" (G1.3) and "very simple" (G1.4) by the classroom teacher. As it turned out, the original emphasis on learning the computer quickly shifted to what she felt was an entire emphasis on language (G1.9).
Since the classroom teacher seemed not to have discussed her expectation that the students would learn more about the computer than they did (G1.2/G2.4) or that the resource teacher would assist the students (G1.5), she chose to return to her own classroom once she realized that the resource teacher's "agenda of how things ought to be done" differed from hers (G1.2).

Another classroom teacher said that the resource teacher was not as available as he would have liked (A2.5). However, he could still address many of his students' computer-related concerns because of having worked in the lab on other occasions, as well as having spent time learning to use the computer after school and on weekends (A1.5). Additionally, he had earlier participated in an intensive computer workshop and created the computer stack that his ESL students were using. Thus, only when specific problems arose that he could not deal with, did this teacher request assistance from the resource teacher. However, if he was not in the lab at the time, this classroom teacher found he had to wait for him to return (ibid).

Ultimately dependent on the resource teacher to assist with certain computer-related concerns, the relationship between these two teachers could be said to have assumed an "expert-novice" form. Yet, in the working relationship among these two teachers, unlike that of other "expert-novice" pairs, the classroom teacher was not dependent on the resource teacher to adapt his ideas for use on the
computer nor did the classroom teacher require support to introduce or demonstrate new steps to his students. While this classroom teacher said he would have liked more assistance from the resource teacher in responding to students' computer-related questions and in helping with the design and creation of additional ESL computer "stacks", this did not happen (A2.5). Still, the classroom teacher found he knew enough about computers to continue to bring his students to the lab, with only minimal resource teacher support.

The form of collaboration that thus ensued among these two teachers, does not directly coincide with the descriptions of "expert-novice" relationships presented earlier. Instead, their working relationship may be said to represent another form of collaboration that was also observed among resource and classroom teachers scheduled to work together in the lab. This alternate form of collaboration can be said to comprise a relationship among "peers". A description of the form that this relationship was found to take is set forth in the discussion that follows.

Peer Relationships

A "peer" relationship among a classroom and resource teacher is said to exist when both teachers scheduled to be in the computer lab together, are considered competent in
their ability to adapt content materials and ideas for computer use, as well as in their ability to introduce computer procedures to students and respond to any concerns. Generally, "peer" relationships were found to occur when two resource teachers were in the lab at the same time, although this was not always so, as the previously cited example showed. However, when two resource teachers were in the lab together, one resource teacher actually assumed the role of a classroom teacher since they chose to bring a group of their students to the lab at a time when no other classroom teacher requested to come. In turn, the other, scheduled resource teacher was there to act as a "consultant" (F1.6/F1.14) or "teaching assistant" (D1.4).

In contrast to "expert-novice" relationships, where the classroom teacher provided the resource teacher with ideas and content information that were then adapted for computer use, in a relationship among "peers", the classroom teacher decided not only what the students would do, but additionally, how this was to be achieved through the use of the computer. The resource teacher was then found to choose one of two options. Either, he assisted the classroom teacher in achieving the goals that had been set or, alternately, he waited until specifically asked for assistance with computer-related problems.

Describing the former option, one resource teacher explained, "Basically, (the classroom teacher) is in control because he knows as much about computers as I do, if not
more so...I just act as a teaching assistant...he says this is what we're going to do and I try to keep (the students) on task...." (D1.4). On another occasion this same teacher clarified his role, once again, stating, "It was more like I was a teacher's assistant (to the classroom teacher)...cause I knew he had a handle on whatever content he was trying to get across...He was also my equal, or higher, in terms of the (computer) and it's little idiosyncrasies, so I was just there to assist..." (D2.4).

Alternately, there were instances of "peer" relationships where the provision of such assistance to students in their work with computers was lacking. One classroom teacher, speculating on the reasons for this, explained: "I think (the resource teacher) takes advantage of the fact that I know the computer and it's usually a small group of kids so....he's there when he wants to be..." (D1.4-5). Another classroom teacher stated that the resource teacher was "never there" when he brought his students to the lab earlier in the year (F1.14). Nevertheless he optimistically claimed, "I learned a lot having to operate in there by myself with kind of spotty knowledge..." (F1.15).

While this resource teacher may not have been in the lab to provide ongoing support for certain classroom teachers and their students, according to one of these teachers he worked in "intense bursts" when specific help was required or when the resource teacher "had a new idea"
he wanted to share (F3.5). A second classroom teacher confirmed this saying that the resource teacher readily provided technical assistance when asked (D1.9/D2.5). Additionally, he was seen as "the one that brought most of the new information about the computer into the lab....mostly they were ideas....little bundles of software that....gives you another source of ideas on how you might want to present information" (D2.6).

Another form of idea sharing occurred among a resource and classroom teacher who worked together in the lab more regularly. Much of what these two teachers did was described by one of the teachers as "exploratory" since it was said to involve "wondering together (and) speculating" as both teachers sought "to find out the same things" related to instruction (F3.3). Their discussions focused, for example, on ways that software could be structured to make it "more accessible or appropriately challenging" for students (F3.7); on "the order of priority of teaching certain skills"; or, on how to achieve a "balance between computer-related learning and content and design" (F3.3). Since both teachers had "roughly the same number of ideas about what to do" in the computer lab, any distinction in roles between that of "consultant" and classroom teacher tended to blur with time (F1.6). Unlike what happened in an "expert-novice" relationship, in this relationship among "peers", the resource teacher found that he "didn't have to have that computer resource role" (D2.4).
In "peer" relationships where both teachers were considered competent in their ability to adapt content materials for use on the computer, and both were able to address students' language, content, and/or computer-related concerns, as well as to demonstrate new steps in computer use, ultimately, the classroom teacher determined what students would achieve during their time in the lab. When the resource teacher was more actively involved with teaching activities, he assumed the role of an "assistant" in the lab. As such, the resource teacher responded to numerous requests for help from both the classroom teacher and students. Additionally, he offered suggestions that a classroom teacher might decide to follow through on (D2.10-11/A2.2). In "peer" relationships responsibility for creating computer-based language and content learning activities lay with the classroom teacher. The resource teacher, as a "peer", at times offered support in the design and creation of materials for use on the computer. In the case of "expert-novice" relationships such support was more generally guaranteed.

Emergent Patterns

In comparing and contrasting "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships among teachers, common patterns emerged. These included: 1) one-on-one encounters among teachers; 2) informal and brief meetings; 3) short-term planning; 4)
implicit roles and expectations; and 5) a focus on computer-related concerns. In the following discussion, each of these patterns of interaction is described. When appropriate, mention is made of any differences that occur between "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships, although notably the similarities between these two forms of collaboration are more prevalent than their differences.

1. One-On-One Encounters

Whether resource and classroom teachers found themselves engaged in either an "expert-novice" or "peer" relationship with one another, a common trend emerged; that is, teachers worked with one another in pairs. Each classroom teacher who chose to bring their students to the lab established some form of interaction with the scheduled resource teacher. As was earlier mentioned, it was generally the classroom teacher who determined what content and language ideas would be conveyed through the use of the computer. Only when a classroom teacher had little notion of the computer's capabilities did an exception to this occur. In the case of "expert-novice" relationships, the resource teacher assumed responsibility for adapting the classroom teachers' ideas for use on the computer, whereas in "peer" relationships the classroom teacher was able to do this alone. In the latter situation, the resource teacher was then able to offer further assistance to the teacher and
students in their work on the computer, or alternately, to focus on other more technical concerns. Both options were found to occur.

The pattern that emerged then was not one of a single coordinated effort involving all participants in discussions regarding a program for general use (B2.15). Rather, each classroom teacher, frequently in consultation with a resource teacher, came up with their own "class specific" activities (G2.3). The interests and strengths of the resource and classroom teachers, the language level of the students, and the time available to work in the lab were all thought to contribute to the choices made (F1.1). Thus, each group of students used the computers for something different. Tasks ranged from writing autobiographies, story reports and projects about the solar system, to labelling maps, describing European countries, creating charts and identifying, as well as classifying types of bees and house flies.

2. Informal and Brief Meetings

Informal and brief meetings for planning purposes was another common pattern that emerged with both "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships. Teachers spoke about informal exchanges before class to discuss lesson plans. According to one classroom teacher, "it was very casual in the coffee room...what are we doing today?" (E1.2). Another
teacher reported that she and the resource teacher discussed their plans "in two minutes before three different classes" (G2.2). Several other teachers also spoke about having to meet during "the five minutes between classes" (B1.2) although even that amount of time could be reduced to "one minute or thirty seconds" when teachers had to move from one classroom to the next (C2.6). Conversations at "lunch" (A1.8) or when two teachers happened to "see each other" were also said to provide opportunities for computer-related discussion (A1.9) concerning, for example, what had or had not worked during a particular lesson or what might need further work (E1.6). However, such encounters were not regularly scheduled (A1.11). While one classroom teacher expressed her desire to learn how to build "tasks related to the knowledge framework and...to the computer" (C2.9) she found there was no time for this. Instead, meetings between teachers, more often than not, were "really informal" (E1.2) and "on the fly" (B1.17/B2.11/C2.5).

Among the resource teachers, no one felt the need for regular, scheduled meetings (F3.6/D1.8/B2.10). Instead, spontaneous, informal exchanges were considered preferable since, in the words of one resource teacher, it was "unpredictable" when teachers might "need to consult" (F3.6). Nevertheless, he claimed, if they needed to, they would and did (ibid). According to a second resource teacher, no review sessions were scheduled regarding teaching in the lab because that was the way people involved
wanted it (D1.8/D1.11). As he stated, "(we came) to our own sort of system" (D1.11). Later, he further explained that there was an absence of formal meetings because "...the people involved...(are) not people who go to meetings or...people who stick to agendas at meetings" (D3.4) Thus, even if meetings were held, he did not expect much to be accomplished (ibid). A third resource teacher stated his preference for "faster meetings" (B2.1/B2.16) since he was more concerned with teachers getting into the lab to use the computers that were there (B1.17).

One of the classroom teachers who also commented that there were no regular, scheduled meetings to discuss the use of the computer, as a group or in pairs, attributed this to the "loose" (A2.8), "relaxed" (A2.9) nature of the ESL department and accepted "it's just the way it seems to be" (A2.8). Rather than having set meetings to discuss various aspects of the computer's use, participating teachers were said to have "developed an informal way of talking with each other" (A2.9). After an initial focus on the computer lab during ESL department meetings early in the year, teachers depended on informal exchanges with one another to "get an idea (about) what different people were doing" (A1.11).

3. Short-Term Planning

Short-term planning was characterized by teachers meeting to discuss their lesson plans during the few minutes
between classes and depending on encounters in the hallway, staffroom, or cafeteria for this. According to one teacher, little attempt was made to establish "a long range plan for the lab in terms of (what teacher would come) during what period of time" (D3.4). Instead, decisions regarding classroom activities tended to focus on "immediate" (F2.2) concerns. As one classroom teacher stated, it was "more of a free-for-all...for us to get in a time. People who were less intimidated by computers...got in there first" (E1.1). Once in the lab, a classroom teacher established a one-to-one working relationship with the scheduled resource teacher. It was mentioned that these "class-specific" encounters (G2.3) did not generally allow for the discussion or development of more "complete" packages that teachers coming to the lab in future years might use (D1.3/D3.4), or the development of materials that could benefit all classroom teachers (B2.3).

4. Implicit Roles and Expectations

Also noted in terms of the resource and classroom teachers' use of computers to enhance content and language teaching for ESL students, was little explicit discussion pertaining to teachers' roles and their expectations regarding computer use. Although the roles that various classroom and resource teachers assumed were described earlier in this chapter, these were apparently not adopted
on the basis of any discussion regarding the nature of either the innovation or collaboration. Rather teachers seemed to adopt a particular role according to their expertise, or lack of it, regarding the technical use of computers. While several teachers in "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships interacted only minimally, alternately others chose to interact somewhat more. In turn, differences occurred in terms of the assistance offered to students.

For some teachers, the contrast between their expectations regarding the role of the resource teacher and what the resource teacher actually chose to do, caused concern. One classroom teacher, for example, expected the resource teacher to take a more "active role" in the design and creation of ESL materials for use on the computer. However, this classroom teacher was disappointed when the resource teacher "never offered to help even though he kept saying...bring (your class) in sometime" (A2.5). When this teacher eventually did bring his students to the lab, the resource teacher was said to have done "almost nothing with them". The classroom teacher went on to say, "I thought he was going to be the one who would do the lesson...and then it was like, dead" (ibid). A second classroom teacher expressed her expectations regarding the resource teachers' role when she said, "I feel the person in (the computer lab) needs to be able to respond to student questions...they're helping with the class as such" (G1.5). She also would have
liked the resource teacher to have helped her gather resources in the way a teacher librarian does (ibid). However, neither of her expectations were met since she apparently did not discuss them with the resource teacher. Instead this teacher found that the resource teacher "wasn't really (in the lab) much...and when he was...he was working on the computer" (G1.4).

Several other comments further indicate the implicitness of their roles and expectations. For example, one resource teacher, attempting to account for the roles that he and a classroom teacher assumed in the lab, stated, "so much just happened...it happened naturally" (D2.4). According to this teacher, "it would have been hard to plan for it because we really have no experience dealing with the computer lab....it's such a new thing" (ibid). This classroom teacher also spoke about being able to work "intuitively", further stating there was no need to consciously divide the work between the resource teacher and himself (F2.5). A third teacher speculated that his long-standing friendship with another teacher enabled the quick resolution of any concerns regarding their roles and responsibilities. As this teacher explained, "...he knows things that I do...I know things that he does so there are many things I would just leave to him cause I know he'll do the better job of them..." (B1.3). From the varying degrees of interaction among "collaborative pairs" observed in the lab and described by teachers themselves, there was an
indication that some teachers' perceptions of their function in the lab differed.

5. A Focus on Computer-Related Concerns

Regardless of the extent of interaction among resource and classroom teachers, another commonly emerging pattern was a recurring focus on computer-related matters. Teachers engaged both in "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships, appeared concerned with discussion for the purposes of addressing computer-related questions and concerns more than with addressing other key aspects of the innovation. In the case of "expert-novice" relationships, where classroom teachers lacked sufficient understanding of computers to bring their students to the lab without support, a working relationship with a resource teacher was necessarily established. However, once a classroom teacher provided the initial ideas for student activities, the resource teacher undertook to adapt these for computer use with little, if any, further discussion about the choice of subject matter (F1.4/G1.9). A resource and classroom teacher might only meet briefly before a class to review the computer tasks that the resource teacher had designed (C2.4) or to specify the steps in computer use students would have to learn in order to complete the activities that had been prepared (G1.2).
In contrast to the role assumed by classroom teachers in "expert-novice" relationships, classroom teachers in "peer" relationships were able to adapt content and language learning activities for use on the computer, themselves. Furthermore, they were able to respond to students' computer-related concerns as well as demonstrate the various steps in computer use. Thus, assistance from a resource teacher was required only when a computer-related problem arose that a classroom teacher could not deal with alone (D3.2/A1.5). While these teachers also shared ideas with one another when someone had new software to show (F3.6), there was no mention of extensive discussion pertaining to the relevance, or possibly irrelevance, of such ideas. The words of one resource teacher describe how such "sharing" most commonly occurred. As he explained, "the most impressive communication...would be when somebody made something new and they'd show it and that would often just involve putting it in the hard drive and saying have a look at this file next time you're in (the computer lab) and then two days later (the person would respond by saying) oh I saw that, it's pretty cute but this and this and this and that would be the end of it" (ibid).

Generally, conversations among various "collaborative" pairs tended to emphasize the sharing and/or acquisition of computer-related information. Thus, a classroom teacher who acquired a certain level of comfort and understanding in
Teacher Collaboration:
The Influence of Prevalent School Conditions

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, several structural conditions were firmly in place when the computer lab first opened its doors for the benefit of ESL teachers and their students. These conditions revealed an inherent assumption that teachers would collaborate in some way around the use of computers to enhance language and content teaching for ESL students. The first of these was the provision of scheduled release time for three resource teachers; the second was the installation of computers that were intended mainly for the use of ESL teachers and their students. Since few teachers had prior computer experience or experience using Mohan's knowledge framework as a means to link students' language and content learning, most of the ESL classroom teachers wanting to use computers as a teaching aid required resource teacher support.

Certainly these conditions were conducive to increasing the possibilities for teacher collaboration around computer use. If neither were in place, it is unlikely ESL teachers would have had any incentive to leave the sanctity of their classrooms to work collaboratively in the lab. However, descriptions of the forms that teacher collaboration took
and the patterns that emerged when these "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships were examined, hint at the prevalence of other structural and cultural conditions in the larger school context that limited opportunities for teacher interaction. These same conditions, earlier highlighted in the review of literature chapter, included the ways that physical space, time, and authority were organized within the school setting; the predominance among teachers of norms of individualism and noninteraction; their tendency to focus on the "immediacy" of the classroom; and, closely linked to this, their adherence to an ethic of practicality. In the following discussion, each of these conditions is shown to more commonly promote teacher isolation, rather than sustained collaboration around the use of computers with ESL students.

Structural Conditions: The Organization of Physical Space

The organization of physical space within this particular high school, like so many others, was typical of what Lortie (1975) refers to as "egg-crate" architecture where each classroom is distinctly separate from the next. An ESL classroom teacher wanting to use the computers as a tool to promote language and content learning brought her/his students from their regular classroom to the computer lab or else arranged to meet them there, during a time when resource teacher support was available.
Alternately, two resource teachers used the computer lab as their regular ESL "classroom" during two periods when a resource teacher was scheduled to provide assistance. Thus each assumed the role of a classroom teacher during these times. These teachers also shared the lab as their common home base (D2.11) for a portion of the year because of a shortage of classroom space in the school building (F1.14). Although both taught in other rooms at various times of the day, they kept their files and personal belongings in the computer lab.

The provision of an actual physical space where two teachers would meet for a specified period of time each cycle, and, in some cases each day, supported the one-on-one encounters common among teachers, regardless of whether they were engaged in "expert-novice" or "peer" relationships. At least assured of the opportunity to share the same physical space as another teacher, if only for a limited time, meant the potential existed for some discussion pertaining to the objectives both sought to achieve in the lab. However, as one resource teacher pointed out, even though two teachers were there at the same time, they were unable to chat at any length while one, the other, or both were involved with an on-going lesson (B2.2). Furthermore, at the end of a class, both teachers usually had other classes or students requiring their attention and so they would leave for other rooms in the building, only to perhaps meet again, briefly, between class periods (B1.1).
Yet, another difficulty with the school's organization of physical space, more generally, arose when one teacher wanted to contact another during the course of a school day. This problem was magnified when both were "floating teachers" since neither had a permanent classroom and moved "from class to class all over the school" (C2.9). Apart from the one period that they shared in the computer lab, most teachers' paths did not often cross (C1.15). In some cases, when a teacher wanted to talk with another about an upcoming lessons this entailed having to walk "four floors, almost two blocks" to reach them (C2.6). By the time this distance had been travelled, only seconds would remain before the next class began. Still, these brief moments between classes were the few they for exchanging information and ideas.

Certainly the provision of a physical space where a resource and classroom teacher would meet while a class was in progress, potentially enabled them to engage in more lengthy one-on-one encounters. Yet merely sharing such space did not guarantee extensive discussion pertaining to their work together. Even the two teachers who shared the computer lab as their common classroom and claimed they talked (D2.11) and worked together a lot when there at the same time (F3.4-5), were constrained in their collaborative efforts by other prevalent school conditions. One of these was undoubtedly the way that time was organized. A
discussion of its influence on the forms and patterns of teacher collaboration around computer use, follows.

**Structural Conditions: The Organization of Time**

The provision of scheduled release time for three resource teachers was another structural condition with the potential to promote teacher collaboration around the use of the computers with ESL students. During five of the six blocks of time allotted for ESL teachers' and students' use, any ESL classroom teacher who brought their students to the lab could be assured that a resource teacher would be available to provide technical assistance and, in some cases, take charge of adapting language and content activities for students' use on the computer. Knowing that a particular resource teacher was scheduled to be in the lab at a specific time led to a situation where ESL classroom teachers arranged to work one-on-one with the resource teacher who was there for the class period they chose to come. However, as was already mentioned, these one-on-one encounters varied in their focus depending on whether the teachers were engaged in an "expert-novice" or "peer" relationship, and they varied in the extent of interaction among teachers. Thus, providing release time for three resource teachers to assist ESL classroom teachers and their students during scheduled class time in the lab, did not ensure sustained collaboration around computer use. Instead
the organization of time within the larger school setting appeared to impose numerous constraints that hindered teachers' collaborative efforts.

Simply put, as noted by an ESL classroom teacher, "schools aren't set up for talking" (G1.7). Resource and classroom teachers alike repeatedly mentioned that they found it difficult to find time to discuss and reflect on what was going on in the lab (F1.9/F1.17/D3.3/B2.8/C2.9) since opportunities were limited for them to establish their objectives prior to a classroom teachers' arrival with her/his students (D1.3/G1.2/G1.6/C2.11). Such limitations may be linked to the organization of the school timetable which, in the words of one resource person, "locked (teachers) into a classroom setting" almost every hour of the school day (B2.3). Furthermore, the master timetable did not enable teachers to use their preparation periods to meet with one another, since rarely, if ever, did their 'prep' periods overlap. More common was the situation that one teacher described. According to him, "when you want to talk to another teacher that person's in a classroom and then the next hour they're available but you're not" (ibid). Thus, if teachers were to jointly plan, implement, and evaluate class activities in the computer lab, effort would be required on the part of both to find time in an already crowded schedule (C2.8-9/G1.6/B1.10/B1.20). Since time was not available for teachers to routinely sit down for planning purposes (C2.6/G1.7-8/A1.9/B2.12), several teachers
suggested that arrangements could have been made to meet at lunch, or after school (G1.6/D3.3). However, lunch times were often taken up with student supervision, student counselling, department meetings, and/or lesson preparation. In turn, many teachers were not prepared to stay after school because of "other commitments" (G1.7/D3.3) or simply because "everyone is pretty well bushed and just wants to go home" (B1.16).

Realizing that teachers work in an environment where the organization of the master timetable confines teachers to a classroom setting where they are expected to interact with students for the vast portion of any given day, begins to explain the patterns that emerged when the forms of "collaboration" among resource and classroom teachers were examined more closely. Although three resource teachers were given scheduled release time to assist ESL teachers in their use of computers to enhance students' language and content learning, a corresponding time was not available to these same classroom teachers. Thus, classroom and resource teachers were found to meet informally between classes to discuss lesson plans. As well, the time constraints imposed on resource and classroom teachers may have led them to focus on computer-related concerns since these could generally be dealt with in less time than could those issues pertaining to curricular and instructional matters. Examining the organization of time in an attempt to suggest why teachers collaborated as they did, offers a partial, but
not final explanation. For this reason, discussion now turns to a third structural condition, the organization of authority, and its influence on teacher collaboration.

Structural Conditions: The Organization of Authority

While the organization of authority within a high school setting can be generally described as hierarchical, the relationships among those within this hierarchy, including the principal, vice-principal, department heads and teachers, tend to be loosely coupled. Even though teachers are seen as ultimately accountable to the school principal for any decisions made and/or actions taken, in their own classroom teachers exercise considerable control over their choice of curriculum and methods of instruction. In contrast, any supervision and evaluation of their work is minimal.

At the high school where this study was conducted, the hierarchical organization of authority was firmly in place, as observation and certain teacher comments made "off the record" revealed. Also evident was the loosely coupled nature of the relationships among those teachers involved in using computers with students. Although three teachers were given the status of "resource teacher", thus distinguishing them from the other ESL teachers who came to the lab, their authority lay in their expertise in computers and computer instruction rather than in any power, or "right to enforce
obedience", invested in them. In "peer" relationships where the resource and ESL classroom teacher both had the ability to adapt language and content materials for use on the computer, the ESL classroom teacher determined what students would learn as well as how the computer was to be used to achieve the goals they set. The resource teacher was not found to "take charge" as such, but rather chose to act as a "teaching assistant" (D1.4) or else respond to requests for technical assistance as required (D1.9/D2.5). In "expert-novice" relationships, the resource teacher was the one to assume responsibility for adapting classroom teachers' language and content ideas for computer use since they lacked sufficient computer knowledge to do this themselves. Nevertheless, each classroom teacher still maintained responsibility for what her/his students would be taught.

Further reflecting on the organization of school authority, where teachers are generally in charge of their students' activities, working in the computer lab with a resource teacher might understandably have been perceived, by some, as involving a loss or transfer of control (D2.12). Yet, no ESL classroom teacher ever relinquished complete control over their students language and content activities. Even those who found themselves learning about the computers along with their students, still assumed responsibility for specifying what it was they would do. In turn, the resource teacher retained responsibility for adapting the materials these "novice" teachers provided, accepting, without any
apparent question or lengthy discussion, a classroom teachers' choice of content. Also common to both "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships, was the tendency of resource teachers to focus on computer-related concerns leaving questions pertaining to curricular and instructional matters in the classroom teachers' hands.

As with the organization of physical space and time, consideration of the organization of school authority offers a partial explanation for some of the emergent patterns of teacher collaboration. Yet, it is once again emphasized that regard for only one aspect of school life lacks the additional insight provided by examining a number of predominant school conditions. Thus, consideration is given to several cultural conditions believed to have further influenced teacher collaboration around computer use.

Cultural Conditions:
Norms of Individualism and Noninteraction

An examination of the teaching schedules of both resource and classroom teachers, indicates that teachers never spent the bulk of their time working with another in the computer lab. During any given cycle, an ESL classroom teacher might come to the lab for one period out of seven, while resource teachers, at the most, were available to work with classroom teachers and their students for a maximum of two class periods. Even though a resource teacher was
scheduled to be in the lab, this did not necessarily mean a classroom teacher and her/his students were also there. For instance, during the observation period, two blocks of time, out of the five blocks scheduled to have resource teacher support, were used only on occasion. Of the three blocks of time regularly filled, two out of these three were used by two different resource teachers who brought their ESL classes to the lab when assuming the role of a classroom teacher. Thus, both resource and classroom teachers alike were found to spend the major portion of their teaching time working alone in a classroom with their students. The schedules of ESL classroom teachers, especially, appeared to include numerous other activities apart from bringing one of their ESL classes to the computer lab.

Limited in their contact with one another for much of each day and generally left free to decide not only what they would teach but how, teacher norms of individualism and noninteraction appeared to prevail. Although the complex interplay of knowledge, beliefs, values, assumptions, and expectations that comprise these norms are intangible, they are revealed through teachers' words and actions. Certainly, the provision of scheduled release time for resource teachers and a lab with computers intended mainly for the use of ESL teachers and their students permitted encounters among teachers that would not have been possible otherwise. However, closer examination of teachers' interactions and of comments they made regarding their
collaboration around computer use, suggest that norms of individualism and noninteraction were not left at door when resource and classroom teachers arrived in the lab.

Individualistic tendencies among these teachers may have contributed to a situation where the classroom teacher retained control over curricular and instructional decisions regarding language and content learning. While the resource teacher assisted with adapting materials for computer use, notably this was only done when required, as in the case of "expert-novice" relationships, or when specifically requested. Generally, in "peer" relationships where the classroom teacher was able to adapt these materials himself, the resource teacher might act as a teaching assistant or share new software ideas. Thus, these teachers' interactions focused on sharing and acquiring computer-related knowledge as opposed to more extensive discussion, regarding, for instance, the implications computer use may have for teaching language and content to ESL students.

Cultural Conditions: The Immediacy of the Classroom

As with norms of individualism and noninteraction, the tendency among teachers to focus considerable energy on pressing classroom demands, appears to have been perpetuated by structural conditions that reinforce the priority of teachers' interactions with students and restrict their interactions with one another. Although several structural
conditions were in place that created possibilities for teacher collaboration around computer use, when a resource and classroom teacher were scheduled to work together, they were in the company of ESL students who required and expected attention from one, if not both, teachers. Teachers' adherence to beliefs, values, assumptions, and expectations that give precedence to their interactions with students, is again reflected in their comments and actions.

According to one resource teacher, for an ESL classroom teacher to decide to bring students to the computer lab in the first place "...they have to see value in (it)" (B1.10). However, he pointed out that teachers who are "already bogged down in what they are doing" (B1.20) are not likely to give up classroom time to the computer lab since this may hinder their attempts to cover the curriculum and may place an extra burden on schedules that are already full (B1.9). Another perspective on why ESL teachers might not rush to bring their students to the computer lab was offered by a classroom teacher who explained her reason for not coming with students at the start of the year. As she said, "...none of my students if I have a beginning level class are ready to go in the computer lab until they've been here three months...I just think I need them for three months to instill let's come with our books, let's come with our pencils, what do we do when we come into a room?...how do we treat a computer?" (E2.7). Regardless, however, of whether teachers' concerns lay with the curriculum that had to be
covered (B1.9), with attempts to orient students to their new school (E2.7) or both at the same time, these comments revealed teachers' preoccupation with their responsibility to students. For some teachers this may have led to an avoidance of the lab altogether (B1.10). For others, such a preoccupation might have further contributed to the patterns of activity that occurred among those who engaged in collaborative efforts around computer use, after all.

One-on-one encounters among resource and classroom teachers appeared to be particularly favorable for those in "peer" relationships since they enhanced teachers' opportunities to respond to students' questions and concerns. This was said to be especially advantageous when students were first introduced to the computers and needed "a lot of help and guidance" (A2.3). As one resource teacher noted, "when you have two people in the lab who know what they're doing in terms of content and method it's almost not work..." (F2.4). A second resource teacher, reiterating this belief, stated, "...the job becomes half as tough because for every two problems the other teacher (can) answer one" (D3.3). In contrast, responsibility for responding to students' computer-related concerns could not be readily shared in "expert-novice" relationships. Still, irrespective of whether one or two teachers were involved in assisting students around computer use, their focus was primarily on directing students' activities and addressing any problems that arose.
Any student questions pertaining to computer use seemed to far outweigh those pertaining to language and/or content matters. Thus, informal and brief meetings among teachers, whether before, during, or after class, seemingly enabled those in "peer" relationships to deal with any individual problems they had with their use of the computers (B2.10). For those teachers in "expert-novice" relationships, these encounters served to reassure the classroom teacher that their students would have work to do in the lab (F1.4).

Cultural Conditions: An Ethic of Practicality

Linked to these teachers' concern for pressing classroom matters was their seeming adherence to an ethic of practicality. This classroom-centered focus is thought to continually reinforce the value that teachers' place on innovations or proposals for change deemed practical, concrete, and congruent with established classroom practice. Alternately, teaching ideas that are unclear and do not fit with their own situation may be rejected, if not significantly modified.

Teachers' concern for practicality was evident in the scarcity of specific discussion pertaining to the knowledge framework as a way to create teaching units for ESL students on the computer. Those few teachers who had prior "exposure" to (F1.9) and an understanding of how the knowledge framework could be applied to the design of
student tasks on the computer were found to tacitly incorporate key aspects of the knowledge framework in their work. Others were said not to have expressed much interest in discussing how this method of organizing language and content learning was appropriate to their situation (F1.10). The words of one resource teacher offer a possible explanation for this. As he commented, "...it's not clear what you should do with them (meaning the six boxes which together constitute the knowledge framework)...and that's what (teachers) want to know...and I don't have an answer for that" (F1.9). For this teacher the knowledge framework was "not a starting place" (F1.8) although he mentioned that he thought it was useful as a means for checking what type of language was being learned and in turn what "gaps" needed to be filled at some later point in time (F1.10).

The complexity and abstract nature of the knowledge framework appears to have been such that even a classroom teacher familiar with its classroom application, still expressed the desire to "know more about building tasks related to the knowledge framework and (about) building tasks related to the computer" (C2.9). Yet the constant demands of classroom life did not allow for any lengthy dialogue about these matters and so this teacher gave almost complete control to the resource teacher over decisions regarding the selection and adaptation of student tasks for the computer (C2.4). Teachers appeared to focus their concerns on sharing computer-related information. The form
of their encounters may indicate a preference for teaching ideas perceived to be straightforward and immediately applicable rather than those that require extensive discussion and/or clarification prior to use.

Summary: The Accommodation of The Innovation to Fit Prevalent School Conditions

This chapter began with an overview of the conditions in place that revealed the assumption teachers would collaborate in some way around their use of the computer with ESL students. However, the descriptions given of the nature and extent of collaboration among teachers who were engaged in "expert-novice" and "peer" relationships, indicated that their verbal interactions were concerned with immediate pedagogical concerns. The recurrence of brief, informal exchanges among teachers typically involved in one-on-one encounters; their short-term planning; the implicitness of their roles and expectations; and their tendency to focus on computer-related concerns, may point to the influence of prevalent school conditions on their implementation of this innovation.

From the data collected, it appears that structural and cultural conditions within the larger school setting restricted opportunities for a particular kind of teacher collaboration, involving ongoing discussion and mutual planning around computer use. The provision of scheduled
release time for three resource teachers to support the work of ESL teachers and their students in the lab, as well as the provision of computers and class time intended mainly for their use suggested the importance of collaboration since these supportive conditions begin to work against those structural and cultural conditions that promote teacher isolation. However, the organization of physical space, time, and authority within the larger school context, as well as teachers' beliefs and expectations about collegial interaction, appear to have contributed to the forms of teacher collaboration noted. Thus, the findings of this study reveal that the possibility of teachers jointly planning knowledge framework units on the computer was not realized in any elaborate fashion. Even those teachers with a shared understanding about what this entailed, focused their discussions mainly on computer-related, rather than curricular and instructional, concerns.

In the following chapter, the conclusions reached as a result of this study are set forth. Additionally, implications of the findings for those involved in curriculum implementation are discussed, and directions for further research suggested.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In this chapter the findings presented in the preceding chapter are discussed in the light of the literature review. Since this study focused on a particular type of collaboration (one that involves ongoing discussion and mutual planning), reference is made once again to prevailing school conditions found to promote teacher isolation. As well, the "institutional" structures that Little (1987) deems supportive of sustained teacher collaboration are further mentioned. Taken together, these may be seen to provide insight to the problem that this study sought to address; that is, what happens when an innovation that implies some form of teacher collaboration is implemented in a context of teacher isolation? Several implications of these findings for those involved in planning and providing support for an innovation's implementation are also set forth. Finally, suggestions are given regarding directions for further research.

Conclusions

This study set out to determine what happened when an innovation that assumed teachers would collaborate in some way around the use of computers for language and content
learning, was implemented in a high school setting where structural and cultural conditions support teacher isolation. Two specific questions were asked: 1) what forms does teacher collaboration take in such a context? and 2) What structural and cultural conditions can be said to account for these? Through observation in the computer lab over a four week period and interviews with the resource and ESL classroom teachers involved, some answers to these questions were obtained. Resource and classroom teachers were found to engage in two forms of collaboration around computer use seemingly dependent on the extent of their computer knowledge. Rather than extensively discuss matters pertaining to the nature of the innovation and its broader implications for ESL teaching, teachers generally limited their brief, informal exchanges to practical, computer-related concerns. The recurrence of these patterns, regardless of whether teachers were engaged in "expert-novice" or "peer" relationships, provided some evidence of the influence of school conditions that made sustained teacher collaboration difficult.

The findings of this study indicate that particular types of collaboration may be difficult to engage in, even when the innovation assumes teachers will work together to commonly define and work out problems pertaining to its use. Specific organizational supports for teacher collaboration may be required, which are, as Little (1987) states, "...like the practices themselves, neither subtle nor
mysterious" (p. 513). As was earlier mentioned in the review of literature chapter, included in Little's proposed "dimensions of support" are: 1) the public endorsement of "team efforts" and provision of opportunities for teachers to engage in "complex" and "compelling" tasks that require their combined effort; 2) the organization of the master timetable and staff assignments to allow teachers to work together on collaborative projects during school hours; and 3) the provision of adequate material and human resources to enable teachers to use any time allotted for collaboration, effectively and efficiently.

Considering the high school where this study was conducted in terms of Little's supportive conditions, a lack of planned support for more formal teacher collaboration around computer use becomes apparent. Endorsement of teacher collaboration, at both the school and district level, seems evident since release time for three resource teachers was provided, as well as computers and lab time intended mainly for ESL teachers and their students. The school timetable and certain staff assignments permitted a resource and content teacher to meet in the computer lab to work with ESL students, although regularly scheduled opportunities were not planned outside class time which might have enabled these teachers to more extensively discuss their work together. As well, there was not a specific forum established by resource and classroom teachers as a group, or in pairs, to address any perceived
lack of conceptual and procedural clarity inherent in the task that they engaged in; that is, using computers to promote academic language and content learning for ESL students. Thus, the absence of such supports for more formal teacher collaboration and the predominance of other structural constraints such as the organization of physical space and time in the larger school context, may have enabled norms of individualism and noninteraction, their classroom-centered focus, and adherence to a practicality ethic, to prevail.

The innovation's modification to fit school conditions should not be surprising. Even with teacher enthusiasm for the innovation, computer knowledge, and their understanding of Mohan's knowledge framework, this study illustrates how implementation may be constrained by the culture in which teachers work.

Implications

There are some implications for those involved both in planning and providing support for the implementation of an innovation assuming more formal or sustained collaboration among teachers. Those that the researcher considers important are as follows: 1) facilitate clarification of any assumptions regarding collaboration inherent in an innovation; 2) facilitate teachers' clarification of roles and expectations; 3) provide teachers with the opportunity
for regular scheduled meetings; 4) provide teachers with practical, concrete ideas, as well as time to discuss them and develop their own; and 5) guarantee the availability of additional professional support. Certainly aspects of these supportive conditions were in place at the school where this study was conducted. Nevertheless, the research findings serve as a reminder of the potential value these may have for those engaged in implementation. Each of these general suggestions is further explained in the discussion that follows.

1. **Facilitate clarification of any assumptions regarding collaboration inherent in an innovation.**

Any innovation that assumes teachers should collaborate for a specific purpose, can be explicitly stated and opportunity given for discussion of the forms collaboration could take. Through such discussion teachers should be able to establish working relationships with one another in the light of the innovation. Alternately, if teachers lack the opportunity to clarify the assumptions regarding collaboration and the reasons for this, the innovation will likely be modified to fit the larger school context.
2. Facilitate teachers' clarification of roles and expectations.

Inherent in any innovation that assumes some form of teacher collaboration are certain expectations regarding teachers' roles and subsequent responsibilities. By providing teachers with opportunities to clarify their understanding of what teachers' roles entail, collaboration that involves ongoing discussion and mutual planning may be found to be the preferred form for a particular innovation. Alternately, this form of collaboration may not be necessary. Yet without such discussion, teachers will likely continue to interact in ways that are consistent with cultural norms.

3. Provide teachers with the opportunity for regular scheduled meetings.

In order to counter time constraints on teachers and to help raise the status of teachers' work outside the classroom, teachers may need to be given regularly scheduled release time to discuss curricular and instructional matters. This would seem particularly useful when teachers are engaged in implementing an innovation that requires more extensive collaboration. Meetings held on a weekly basis, for example, may allow teachers to clarify in an ongoing manner their understanding of the innovation and to engage in joint
planning and evaluation of their progress. Furthermore, such meetings might encourage teachers to critically reflect on their activities and on the beliefs and expectations that underlie these. In contrast, monthly or quarterly meetings likely will not counter the influence of the larger school culture on attempts to collaborate more formally.

4. Provide teachers with numerous practical, concrete ideas as well as ample time to discuss them and develop their own.

Linked to the seeming advantage of regularly scheduled opportunities for teachers to discuss their use of an innovation assuming sustained collaboration, may be the need to provide teachers with practical, concrete ideas that exemplify this. To ensure that these ideas help bring clarity regarding the innovation's use, teachers discuss the relevance of such ideas to their situation, further extend them if desired, and develop new ideas of their own. Through the provision of tangible teaching ideas and the opportunity for teachers to discuss and create materials themselves, it seems more likely that they may also explore various ways to adapt the innovation to suit their particular context.
5. **Guarantee the availability of additional professional support.**

Teachers engaged in implementing an innovation that assumes their collaboration may be further supported by other professionals, including consultants, project administrators, and teachers from other institutions. This support may take the form of assisting teachers to clarify the assumptions inherent in an innovation and to specify their roles and expectations in relation to these. Additionally, these professionals may provide practical ideas related to the innovation itself and to ways that collaborative efforts among teachers may be enhanced. The ready availability of such assistance may be particularly essential with those innovations that lack conceptual or procedural clarity. By working closely with other professionals who have background knowledge and prior experience related to an innovation, teachers may seek to clarify those aspects that might otherwise remain ambiguous. In the absence of such assistance, teachers may disregard one or more key features.

**Directions for Further Research**

Not only do this study's findings highlight implications for those engaged in planning and providing support for implementation of an innovation assuming teacher
collaboration. Additionally, they flag possible directions for further research. Eight suggestions are outlined here.

1. Interview those teachers who chose not to collaborate around the use of computers and attempt to determine why. Closer analysis of their comments may provide further understanding of those structural and cultural conditions of school life found to detract from, rather than promote, teacher collaboration.

2. Explore the influence of gender, ethnicity, age, and/or years of teaching experience on teacher collaboration. Of particular note regarding collaboration around computer use seems to be the consideration of gender as there was evidence in this study of varying degrees of computer interest and expertise among male and female teachers. Since collaboration is a relational issue, gender may also account for certain of the forms of teacher collaboration around computer use documented in this study.

3. Extend the findings related to issues of control within the larger school context, to include specific consideration of those who possess expertise that others lack. As "keepers of knowledge", these teachers may have an invested interest in limiting the amount of sharing that occurs since this ensures their ability to wield a certain degree of influence over those lacking similar expertise.
4. Conduct a case study of two "collaborative" pairs: one exemplifying an "expert-novice" relationship and the other, a relationship among "peers". In doing so, the findings documented in this study may be probed more extensively and an effort made to highlight other factors, such as gender, that either discourage or promote collaboration among teachers.

5. Compare and contrast the forms and patterns of teacher collaboration highlighted in this study with those that emerge among teachers involved in team teaching. Give particular consideration to similarities and differences between the two in terms of prevalent structural and cultural school conditions that lead to teacher isolation.

6. Examine teacher/administrator collaboration around computer use in a context of teacher isolation. Before proceeding, however, it would seem necessary to confirm that administrators had an interest in teachers' using computers for a specific purpose. This would then ensure administrator involvement in at least some form of collaboration with those teachers attempting to incorporate computers into their program. Documentation of their collaboration might offer additional insight on how an innovation is adapted to fit prevalent school conditions.
7. Assess the nature of student collaboration around computer use and seek to determine what structural and cultural features of school life may account for any recurring forms of collaboration. Consideration might also be given to the specific supports required if students are expected to engage in substantive collaboration pertaining to matters of language and content, as opposed to a focus on computer-related concerns.

8. Pursue a study of teacher collaboration around computer use focusing on the second and/or third years of the innovation's implementation. Since the innovation began as an exploratory notion, it can be expected to take two or more years to clearly establish what form it will ultimately assume in the site where used. Thus, a follow-up study one might explore whether or not teacher collaboration is different than was documented here. As well, any additional conditions supportive of teacher collaboration, or on the contrary, any that have been withdrawn, should be considered in terms of their influence on what happens to an innovation that assumes some form of teacher collaboration in a context of teacher isolation.

Concluding Remarks

This study explored what happened when an innovation that assumed teachers would coordinate their work around
computer use in some way, was implemented in a context of teacher isolation. The focus was not on individual teachers and their individual similarities and differences. Instead, this study focused on the structural and cultural conditions that typically prevail in a school environment, to account for the patterns of teacher collaboration found to occur. Even though teachers' may be generally unaware of these conditions and the effects on their activities, the adaptation of the innovation to accommodate the context in which it was used, provides evidence of a culture promoting teacher isolation, rather than collaboration. Until these structural and cultural conditions are altered, any expectation of sustained teacher collaboration involving ongoing discussion and mutual planning, seems unrealistic.

Certainly, no structural or cultural condition alone can be said to account for the forms and patterns of teacher collaboration found to emerge through on-site observation and teacher interviews. However, this study suggests that the combined influence of prevalent school conditions served to shape the forms of teacher collaboration that emerged around computer use with ESL students.
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